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Dearest Mark Levin,
My name is David Hinkson and I'm a provable Political Prisoner. I have written this letter to you in an attempt
to "EDUCATE YOU." And then you are supposed to say "Shut up you big Dope, and get off the phone"; but you
really can't hang up on me, as many might actually read this email, and they might want to hear a response from
you. I guess I could say that you are a prisoner like me in this regard. LOL. I started out this letter with this tone,
as I would really like opportunity to debate you, about saving our Republic, as this is of utmost importance. I
know that everything that you have been teaching is totally true, but you have missed just one important
Constitutional point, and that is the most important point in my opinion; and that point is how the Constitution
pertains to God, and how they canceled our God given Constitutional rights. Note here I'm not a fanatic!
Therefore, down below I have addressed this point.
I have heard you talk about people who are in prison, and it would seem that you somehow think that most of
us have actually done some kind of crime; but I assure you I have not done any crime in the past, as I plan to do
ten times more of everything I used to do, if I ever get released. In all reality, I have only done what you are now
doing on the air, like doing my own talk show; as I thought we had free speech. My show was called "The David
Hinkson Show", and this show might have upset a few people in the deep state. I think that you are also irritating
a lot of people, in the same said Deep State.
But, I can assure you that if you were languishing in Prison, and
I was in your stead, I would be trying to help you with my show. I can remember interviewing Bill Benson (who
wrote the book titled "The Law That Never Was"). Have you heard of him? He had just gotten out of prison, and
his only crime was for telling the truth about the 14th Amendment. You might say what truth? My friendly advise
to you at this time, is that you need to stay on the air and never stop doing what you are doing, as you are doing
a great job, and because, I believe that if you do stop broadcasting and get quiet, you might be accused of hiring
over 140 hit men, to kill federal officials, as this is the new thing they like to say about people like us, they might
just come and give you your own kangaroo trial, like they gave me. They could bring in a guy who was in a coma
and have him tell 300 lies against you and cancel your alibi, with no evidence that you even knew him, as trials
here consist of just your word against theirs, and then they could could give you a sentence of death by time like
me. I'm sure you don't really believe this could happen to you, the Great Mark Levin. Well I was the Great David
Hinkson.
I especially love your work, and what you are doing with Article 5 meant ("Convention of the States"). I read
and discussed Article 5 and the Seventh Amendment back in the early 1990's, on my show. I really hope that you
achieve what you have set out to do, as it is truly a noble quest, and I would really like to help you if possible.
In the past I did a talk show on the WWCR (WWCR), interviewing hundreds of people, who all had a different
take on many subjects, including the Constitution. I used to just listen and learn and then ask questions.
I also studied Law with a Law Professor name "Charles Crum". I worked as a paralegal doing Pro Bono work
for the well known George Grazadie in Las Vegas, and together we wrote the Legal Briefs during the Sage Brush
Rebellion, back in 1990 and we won. Of course winning meant, that they go away and don't answer, and we win
by default. I used to make legal arguments that were so true, that they could only respond with mute silence. So,
as you read this letter realize that I can prove the points that I'm attempting to make.
I have invented seven energy Devices, Including the real GALT Motor. Discovered that I could use Copper as
a mineral supplement to remove the common cold in a couple of hours. Note this motor could be used to protect
the Grid from a CME or even an EMP; as I have heard you talk about how important this is under National
Security.
I have found seven different ways to remove Cancer. I have written many papers on these subjects and I
would love to share all of them with you. I have asked my friend Rudy to please share some of these articles with
you if you would read them and give me back some feed back.
Now let me tell you about the rest of the story, as Paul Harvey once said. Note that I will take a little bit vague
in this matter as I don't want to make this letter to long, as I really just want to make a few points here, to see if
you would be interested in finishing the conversation. Also I would like to work with you to help your listeners be
able to actually lower the cost of energy if your are interested. I also believe like you, that the whole green
movement is evil and based on false science; and I can prove it with logic. But, I think that we should now do, is
seize the Green Movement and re make it into a cause to promote truth and good.
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REAL U.S. HISTORY: The original states were in fact Republic States (and there was no Demon-acracy). The
original venue that all of these original States shared, was in fact the Common Law. Laws that are written using
Common Law are known as Statutes at Large (not Statues), and they are based only the fact, that only God can
make Law not man, as only God has the legal authority to make and/or to enforce Law/Laws. This is why every
created law was supposed to start out saying that in the year of our Lord and they used the name of Jesus Christ.
It was always found in the Enabling Clause right before the text.
What this means, is that the original organic Treaty called the "The Constitution of the United States for/of
America", was in fact a "Common Law Treaty!" It was not a Statutory Treaty!
This is why all of the new States have titled newly created laws as Revised Statutes. (i.e Nevada Revised
Statutes). They even in fact, re write all Laws that are passed ongoing, to make sure that they are venued only in
Statutory Law. Even when you swore your oath in front of the Bar, you promised that you would never use
Common Law. You have kept this pledge. They really worked hard to get rid of the Common Law, and it was this
scheme that canceled the ethics of being a Christian Country.
Now Abe Lincoln had his legal aids actually plagiarized and copy the organic test from the "Constitution of the
United States of/for America", and he inserted this into his new U.S. Corporation, to create, the U.S.
Incorporation. This is why we now have two constitutions (i.e. Constitution of the United States for America
and/or the U.S. Constitution). Just because President Trump has the words, "The United States of America,"
painted on Air Force One, does not mean that he is the President of the United States of America. Just because
the federal government issues Passports with the heading United States of America, does not mean that you are
a citizen of a Republic. In fact it is known by legal scholars all over the world, that you can not be a citizen of a
corporation, just a chattel property slave.
Now Abe, reconvened the Congress under a new name, and let the real Congress of the United States of
America "Sini Dei; (that is Latin for the sun never set). Since the Civil War, Congress now meets under a different
name as a different entity. Where did the Republic go?
Now Abe canceled all of the Republic States, as he sent his Carpet Baggers into each conquered state, to
remake them in a new image (not Gods). These Carpet Baggers, then remade all of the States, and even the
Counties into Sub corporations of the U.S Corporation; and they, then in fact, used Common Law just for
themselves, to claim all ownership of all property within the States. Then the new De Facto, U.S. Coast Guard
went into all of the new conquered corporate states and re surveyed the land using the canceled Common Law,
so that now no one can really own any property anywhere. And now we are Slaves that live on a plantation, and
you have no rights. We are now told that we have two types of ownership for our Real property, as we have Joint
Tenant and Tenant in Common; note both are renters. Our new ownership position is now called Fee Simple
Absolute; and this means if you simply pay the Fee they will let you Absolutely pretend you own your so called
property. What this means is that President Trump really does not own even the Trump Towers. It also means
that you have not spent one day as a free man in a free country; let alone evetr lived in a Republic.
This now means that every Amendment that was passed after the 10th Amendment is a fraud and that there
never was an 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, or even an 18th Amendment that was ever added to the
real organic Constitution. We are truly residing in the the matrix. Now, we have words, special words, that the
conspirators all know very well how to use, to describe every one of the planks that they created for our reality, in
their attempt to enslave us and to take away out God given rights. For example, to describe any legal thing or
concept, that was created before the Civil war we now use the word De Jure to describe it; and after the Civil War
we use the word De Facto. More examples. Public Lands - De Facto, Unappropriate Lands - De Jure; State of
California - De Facto, California Republic - De Jure; Statutory Laws - De Facto, Statutes at Large - De Jure.
They really have created two of everything, including each Citizen and now we call that a Straw Man.
STATEMENT OF INTEREST: If it took an amendment to the constitution to make Alcohol illegal, and an
amendment to make it legal again, how did they make Marijuana illegal without a new amendment? If the
founding fathers were so smart why did they leave out a Citizenship Clause in the Constitutions?
Abe had one of his Carpet Baggers, create a new book just for us, that is titled "U.S. Styles Manual. If you read
section 33.3 of this manual you will find that it plainly states that if a name is printed in all CAPITALIZED
LETTERS, the entity is a "Vivid Personification" (defined as an in adament object with no birth right to God); and
if a name is in a box it is really not on the Document at all (Note they place the name of the accused in a box )))
____); and if there is a sub heading, it is the lowest heading that is the correct law (upper heading states United
States of America, and the lower heading states, the "U.S." These are thier rules for us!
So they are playing games with the people. It does not matter weather you believe some of this or not, or even
the fact that I have accused Abe Lincoln of doing this schema. What really matters now is that if you are going to
stand up for and with God, and speak at this up coming Article 5, Constitutional Convention, now would be the
time to announce that we are going to reinstate the Republic, and we could announce that every single law that
was created as a Statute, is now Null and Void; and that we now only have the first ten Amendments.
I'm not using the Sovereign Citizen concept, I declaring in the name of Jesus Christ, that I want my rights back.
I did not say of well putting my name in all Capital Letters makes me dead, but I will quote there evil U.S. Styles
Manual to prove my point. When I mentioned
every
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Manual to prove my point. When I mentioned the U.S. Styles manual on my show, they took them out of every
Law Library in the country. Really. It is one thing to say something that sounds a little off, but when you quote
there own law and regs against them they get up upset. I'm sure that you really don't want to let anybody know
that you want to bring back the Republic, as this would just confuse them, as they are all in the Matrix. But I want
you to know that I would be at your side, to do the correct thing and bring back the Republic if allowed.
For now if you have no interest in discussing this matter, I would ask that you maybe just help me with my
project to use my real GALT Motor to protect the Grid from EMP and/or CME. This has been one of the things
you keep talking about. I would propose that we do a Crowd Funding Project and just ask for one dollar, and then
use the funds to place many GALT's and then we could install them in the homes and businesses of those who
donated to the cause. This is important, because like you said, if the Grid goes down there will not be a country
any more. We just need your endorsement. I would be happy to now give to your show under the banner of
advertising, the Crowd Funding Fee just for giving us your endorsement live on the air. As you can see I'm very
serious about getting this done, as we can argue about the Republic Later.
Your friend Dave
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